How do we start telecommuting?
1. Why to offer the telecommuting option?
*Space Issues in the office
*Staff issues/high caseloads/not able to increase staffing
*Morale booster/save travel time, etc.
*Electronic Data Files/Paper Files
2. Setting Expectations for telecommuters/qualifications to telecommute
3. Contract
4. Safety Checklist for Home-based office
5. Equipment
6. Office Coverage for telecommuters

Department Vision:
Department Mission:
Goals:

Examples
1. Protect children and vulnerable adults
2. Support communities and families in raising children who develop to their fullest potential
3. Assure that all people's basic needs are met
4. Build self-reliant communities and individuals

Team Mission:
Team Annual Goal/ Work Environment Goal: What goals from the mission and vision does

your team work to achieve?

Who are your Customers?
List Key Results/tasks that your team or individuals complete: (If your whole team
performs the same tasks, create team results. If each individual worker completes different tasks, create
individual results) List each result/task separately.
For each result:

What is the activity? An activity is a work task that you do which helps you accomplish the result.

Think of the result and consider all the work your team will need to be successful; to meet the goal or
the target of the team result. Also consider work you could do or should do; work you may not currently
perform. Remember to list the most important activities. Begin to think about this specifically. Clearly
describe the tasks to be accomplished by your team that produce fully successful results for the Service
Area and HSHPHD. Sometimes there is more than one activity that will need to be completed in order to
achieve the result. Be ready to discuss how this activity will be measured and reported.

What are the indicators? Fill the Indicators fields with what your team believes are desired indicators
of success. Remember, this about your future target or goal. Your team will develop ways to measure
your progress toward meeting these indicators as you move toward the target of the result.
Set a S.M.A.R.T. Goal.
Goal is SPECIFIC.

Goal is MEASURABLE.
Goal is ATTAINABLE.
Goal is RELEVANT.

Goal is TIME BOUND.
Team goals that are SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant and Time-Bound) are more likely
to be achieved than goals that are developed without these attributes. Your team will develop SMART
goals to focus activities, work plans and commitment to performance indicators. Because meaningful

and practical measures are built in, SMART goals also enable feedback and learning that can keep your
team on track to success. Part of reporting your progress is the communication of your goal
performance. You and your team need to be clear about the process of appraising the measurement
and assigning a summary performance rating. Setting targets or goals
does not help unless you are able to report your progress. Not reporting your progress toward meeting
the goal is like having no goals or vague goals.

Explain the Communication Process for this SMART Goal:
How will you develop the Results? Management, Supervisors, Supervisors and Staff, Staff, team sub-

committee.

Set Expected Goals/Standards: What collection rates do they need to reach monthly? How many
worklists should they have at a set date of the month? Suspense items? Mail items?
Set up regular periodic reviews and goal setting meetings: Annual review, Quarterly meetings,

create projections so they know what they need to do to meet the set standards for their annual review.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Example of setting a results document:
Human Services Vision:

Better lives, stronger communities

Human Services Mission:

Strengthen individuals, families and communities by increasing safety and stability,
promoting self-reliance and livable income, and improving the health of our communities.

Human Services Goals:

1. Protect children and vulnerable adults
2. Support communities and families in raising children who develop to their fullest potential
3. Assure that all people's basic needs are met
4. Build self-reliant communities and individuals

Team Vision:

Support communities and families in raising children to
develop to their fullest potential

Team goal:

We will continue to improve trust between team members, increase teamwork
and mentoring opportunities, and improve communication while supporting each other as
we adapt to the changes with the work we do and within the department.

Who is your customer?

Custodial and Non-Custodial Parents, Employers, Other State Agencies, Lawyers and other partner
agencies.

Result #1:

Provide on-the-job training to new staff (Key Result Area 1 is the PRIMARY ROLE of the Lead Worker
and will impact the other Key Result Areas below when training is being provided to a new hire group.)

Activity:
1. Coordinate training schedule with Lead Worker Team and DHS within 2 weeks after being notified of
new hire's name and start date.
2. Assess trainee’s individual learning style by providing a written learning style assessment by the end
of the second week of training. Tailor their training for their individual learning needs by adjusting your
training style whenever necessary.
3. Provide one-on-one or lab training* and assistance to new Child Support Officers during their first
four months employment to reinforce the training provided by our classroom presentations and DHS.
*Lab training may be provided to allow trainees to learn from one another and to maintain consistency
with the trainees.
4. Provide an additional 1 -2 months of training after the formal training calendar has ended to cover
any topics not covered elsewhere and to cover all aspects of case management. This may include
gradually decreasing one-on-one time with the trainee to promote the trainee’s independence and
growth. This time will be used to emphasis “day in the life” training.
5. Pull work in advance of the time it will be used for training purposes or leadworker assignments so
that an adequate volume is available whenever possible. Solicit help from teams or supervisors when
work will need to be saved for training purposes. Communicate timely with those teams and/or
supervisors when work no longer needs to be held for leadworker training purposes. Return any unused
work to the assigned case manager as soon as it is clear the work will not be needed for training
purposes.
6. Review and correct work submitted by new trainees within a week of completion and forward any
follow-up work to the assigned CSO. Provide additional training as needed.
7. Deliver, score and analyze New Worker Assessments at two, four and five months. Provide additional
training as needed.
8. Communicate trainees’ progress to their Supervisor via bi-weekly training summaries.
9. Communicate to trainee’s team any coverage needs on their assigned caseload biweekly unless
needed earlier.
10. Keep Supervisor apprised of any areas of concern within 48 hours.
Indicators:
Communication w/Leads, Trainees Assessments as well as Feedback from Trainees and their supervisors
SMART Goal:
Develop and conduct training sessions, monitoring progress and communicating with Supervisors within
time frames listed under the activities.

Explain the Communication Process for this SMART Goal:
1:1 Meetings, Team Meetings, Email Communication

Result #2:

Offer training and support to new and experienced child support officers and supervisors
Activity:
1. Establish and update monthly schedule for resource availability by the 20th day of the previous
month.
2. Communicate with supervisors and/or staff upon determining that resource hours will be reduced or
stopped for extended periods of time due to providing training to a new training group. Communicate
with supervisors and/or staff when resource hours are available again after finishing working with a
training group.
3. Assist staff with finding the information they need to do their jobs by directing them to existing
written procedures/resources or topic owners so they can locate this information in the future
independently. Rather than just answering their questions, by doing the above, we are providing staff
the tools they need to help them learn and retain information.
4. Keep up-to-date on all changes in the Child Support manual to be prepared to answer questions in the
future.
5. Submit manual feedback and encourage others to do the same when resource questions indicate an
update to the manual is necessary.
Indicators:
Communication w/Leads, Trainees Assessments as well as Feedback from Trainees and their supervisors
SMART Goal:
Provide scheduled lead worker resource hours and individual assistance within time frames listed under
the activities.
Explain the Communication Process for this SMART Goal:
Reviewing of ASKLW email databases and team meeting check in with the leads

Result #3:
Result #4:
Result #5:
Result #6:
Result #7:
Create a result for each activity/work task. If clear results are created and work standards are
set, the need to see your employee in person is eliminated. Results are going to be a better

indicator of an employee’s performance than seeing then at their desk working. Just because
they are at their desk doesn’t mean they are working.

